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This is a Chairman's report on the Workshop on Relativistic Astrophysics which was held during
llie I2lli International Conference on General Relativity and Gravitation (Boulder, Colorado, 3 -7
July 19X9). It will be published by ihe Cambridge University ["ross in 1990.

I shall describe here a few subjects which in my opinion were the most interesting among
those presented orally or at the poster session during the Workshop.

1) The (still hypothetical) discovery of a half-millisecond pulsar in the Supernova SN
1987A attracted a lot of attention. It could drastically change our understanding of the
neutron star physics and in particular our understanding of the equation of state at nuclear
densities. In this context models of compact stars involving strange (e.g. bosonic) matter
are interesting and important.

2) The classical problem of test particle motion in a given gravitational field expe-
rienced a surprising new development: it was claimed that the centrifugal force can be
attractive to the axis of rotation and some repulsive phenomena may be connected with
gravity !

H) (Iravitational radiation found a new astrophysical application: it was suggested
that energy and angular momentum losses due to gravitational waves can !><• equivalent
to viscous stresses in thick accretion disks around supermassive black holes. This may be
relevant for quasars.

The optical variability with frequency 1968.629 Hz, discovered recently by Middleditrh
<•< ai. (19H9) in the supernova 1987A, is now generally interpreted as due to rotation
of a neutron star. An alternative possibility, that the reported frequency represents a
radial oscillation of the neutron star was discussed at the Workshop by J.R. lpser and L.
Ijindblnm. They made significant progress in the numerical treatment of the normal-mode
pulsation equations by re-expressing these equations in terms of a single potential function.
!l should be stressed, however, that it is still unknown how the oscillations of a neutron
slur translate into the optical pulses.

The most important and interesting implication of the discovery of this sub-millise
t-ond pulsar (discussed at the Workshop by Lindhlom and during a plenary session by .I.L.
I'Viedman) is that the fast rotation of the SN 1987A pulsar gives severe constraints on the
initiation of state at high, nuclear, densities (p > 1011 g/crn1). This is because the upper
liinil srt by gravity on the rotation of neutron stars is very sensitive to the equation of
sitiitr. For a given baryon mass M the maximal possible angular velocity fi of a rigidly
rotating star equals to the Keplerian frequency al thr e<|iia1<>riid radius H of the star. The

Keplerian frequency ia defined as the orbital frequency of a free test particle (moving
along a circle) and equals

Since fl - 1.237 x lff'sec"1 for the pulsar in SN 1987A, the mass and radius should satisfy

M > 1.15M0 (2)

Neutron star models constructed from equations of state thai are stiff above nuclear density
have substantially larger radii than models constructed from soft equations of slate. Thus,
the limiting frequency decreases (for a given mass) with increasing stiffness of the equation
of state.
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This is illustrated in Figure I, where the lines labelled MF (mean field), Tl (tensor
interaction) BJ (Bethe and Johnson), R (Reid potential) and w (Reid potential with pion
condensation) represent computed non-rotating neutron star models with increasing soft
ness of equation of state. Too soft equations of state are not consistent with the 1.44JW0

mass of the non-rotating neutron star observed in the binary pulsar 1913+16. This is
indicated in Figure 1 by a horizontal line labelled u1.44A/g".

The line labelled "Centrifugal Balance" corresponds to the condition (2) with models
which arc allowed located to the left of the line. One may expect (from Newtonian theory)
that dose to this hue the models become very oblate due to the strong effect of the cen-
trifugal force. Therefore, the spherical models, assumed in the derivation of the condition
(1), are not adequate. One may approximate the shape of the configuration in this rase by
the re.lalivistic Roche model (Shapiro and Teukoisky, 1983) which assumes that the equi
pressure surfaces (including the surface of the star) coincide with equipotentiai surfaces
for rigidly rotating test fluid in the Scliwarzschild geometry. From this model one finds
(Nakamura, 1989) that for the pulsar in SN1987A it must be

M > 3.88M© JLV
lOkml

(3)

This condition is marked in Figure 1 by the line labelled "Roche Model".
The conditions described above are based on approximations connected, in a sense,

with turn extreme possibilities. Thus, it is quite obvious that the realistic condition will
l)<- placed somewhere between them. As the Roche model condition (together with the
"I.-MM,.," one) is really restrictive - it leaves only one equation ol stale ! it is important
ID know how close the correct condition is to that given by the Roche model This question
can be answered by studying the details of the balance between the gravitational and
cmlrifuKiil forces in rotating fluid configurations.

There are some rather unexpected aspects of this balance when, strong Reid effects
<it tti-urral relativity (quite relevant for neutron stars) are taken into account. This wa.s
recently discussed by Abramowies, (,'arter and l.asota (1988), and others. A.H. Prasanna

Figure 1: Constraints for equation of state from the pulsar in SN 1987A. (From Nakamura,
1989)

<uid S.K. Chakrabarti presented a poster at the Workshop devoted to rather technical de
tiiils of the problem, but much more is already known (although yet not published). In
particular, it was found by Prasanna and myself that the centrifugal force is mucA weaker
than one would expect from the Newtonian theory - it can even attract (iie P) particles to-
wards the axis of rotation. It was found, that in the reference frame which instantaneously
comtates with a particle, the correct relativistic expression for the centrifugal force C is
identical with the one wellknown in the Newtonian theory:

C-m~A. (4)

Here A is the first normal to the particle's trajectory in 3-spncr- di'lined by projection with
respect tu the timelike Killing vector,

i* tin- im^ulnr velocity of the instantaneoiiHly r<>rot<tt ing Inune measured with respect to
the Klob.it rest frame defined by the congruence of trajectories of the timelike Killing vector
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(A is the second normal to the particle's spatial trajectory) and r is the distance [ruin the
instantaneous axis of rotation:

r = U\. (6)

The particle's speed v is measured (along the trajectory) with respect to the global rest
frame and the quantity K is the scalar of curvature of the sp&tial trajectory of the particle.
In the case of circular motion around the Schwarzschild black hole (with the mass M) one
has

3Af'
r -3M
|r-3Af|" (7)

Here r is the proper circumferential radius of the circular orbit, equal to the Schwarzschild
radial coordinate, and \(r) is the radial component of the vector normal to the circle. It
is clear that the centrifugal force u weaker than it would be according to the Newtonian
theory, in which always H s r and A<fl) = 1.

One consequence of the weakening of the centrifugal force (recently found by J.C.
Miller and myself) is that rapidly rotating compact objects are much less oblate (and thus
probably more stable) than the Newtonian theory predicts. This is shown in Figure 2,
where the ellipticity of slowly rotating Maclaurin spheroids with fixed total mass and total
angular momentum is plotted as a function of the mean radius of the spheroid. Newtonian
theory predicts that the ellipticity monolicaUy increases with decreasing radius, going to
infinity when the radius goes to zero (such a limiting case has a shape of an infinitesimally
thin rotating disk). However, when the relativistic weakening of the centrifugal force is
properly taken into account, one observes that the ellipticity behaves as the Newtonian
theory predicts only when the radius is much greater than the gravitational radius: con
trary to this theory, the ellipticity reaches a maximum for the value of the mean radius
being a few gravitational radii and decreases with decreasing radius for still smaller radii.
In the range of radii relevant for neutron stars the differences between predictions of the
Newtonian theory and general relativity are about 50%.

This obviously is very important for the problem of how fast can pulsars spin, espe
rially because the only detailed stability analysis available to date (Lindbloni, 1986) was
based iit part on Newtonian considerations. According to this analysis the shortest possible
period of rotation is 0.6 millisecond.

Home of the jets emerging from quasars and other active galactic nuclei move with
suprrrelativistic velocities (Lorentz factors reaching 7 ~ 20 have been reported). Observa-
tions point to a very efficient acceleration mechanism most probably of an electromagnetic
iml urc e.g. a unipolar induction (HI and ford and Znajek, 1977; more recently Michel
1!)K7). The jets are very well collimateil. Both the rrlativislic range of tlic velocities of
jcls ami their collimatiun are hard to explain. Some furittani<-iitill properties of the lest
particle motion near the Kerr black hole which could be relevant in the context i>f jets were
discussed at the Workshop by J. Bicak who present snine new results ohlninrr! l>y him in
collaboration with V. Halek, P. lladrava, (). Semerak, and Z. Stuchlik.

I'rnlialily the most interesting part of this presentation was devoted ti> a possible
focusing mechanism. Particles, which are shut out from the vicinity of tin- liote (or naked
sirij'nliinl y) with initial rrlativistic velocities will 1>P rolliriiated, to snine degree, by 1.1 if

gravitational field. No dear analytic analysis of this effect can be offered at the moment.
Extensive numerical work shows that the collimation effect may be very strong in the case
of a naked Kerr singularity but it is always very small for the black holes (a < m).

Bicak also discussed the motion of charged test particles in the Kerr-Newman geometry
along the axis of symmetry, in the equatorial plane and in the case of a spherical shell free-
falling from a large distance. Particle orbits with closed loops for zero-angnlar momentum
ca$c were found.
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FJKiiro 2: Kllipticity behaviour for Maclaurin spheroids. R is the mean radius, 1 the
ellipticity and Rs the gravitational radius.

Such a paradoxical situation is possible because of the combined effects of gravitational
dragging anil the Lurentz force.

M. (Jtciser presented very interesting results of his wurk on Imson 5>1<irs. 'They are
Kr<mtationally bounded states of complex scalar fields. He pointed out, in particular, that
the lmsmi stars ran be efficient emitters of gravitational radiation both from binary systems
of such stars and from excitations of higher modes of the scalar fields. In tile Utter case,
Ixisou stuis emit Kravitons when thry relax in the stable ground state

Pel-hups the most controversial new idea w«s presented by W.tl. Zurek and K. Gorski.
They siiKKestr-d that thick accretion disks can lose their angular momentum t" gravita-



tioiial radiation by a rather complicated mechanism which involves the widely discussed
Papalobou-I'riiigle instability (e.g. Narayan and Goodman, 1989). This instability redis-
tributes angular momentum of (not very big) thick accretion disks on a dynamical time
scale and leads to the formation of non-axisymmetric bulges. Zurek and Gorski argue that
a thick accretion disk has, due to the action of this instability, a large portion of its mass
tied up in a. single bulge which orbits the central black hole on a very relativistic orbit.
They calculated the gravitational radiation emitted by the binary system of the bulge and
the hole and concluded that the loss of angular momentum is sufficient to power a typical
active galactic nuclei.

There are »ome points in this very interesting idea which should be examined in a more
quantitative way. In particular, the basic assumption that the Papaloizou-Pringle instabil-
ity always leads to formation of very massive bulges is far from being firmly established. It
is more likely that even a small amount of accretion will stabilize the Papaloizou-Pringle
instability because accretion advects perturbations inside the sound horizon. This clear
idea was fully proved analitically in the case of spherical accretion by Moncrief (1980). The
only example of stabilizing effects of accretion in the case of a thick disk was calculated
by Blaes (1987).

An even stronger stabilization mechanism is possible. AU the detailed studies, both
analytic and numerical, of the Papaloizou-Pringle instability show the same general trend:
after some critical value of the ratio

(outer radius of the torus)
(inner radius of the torus)

is reached, increasing Q increases stability (the time scale for growing unstable modes gets
longer). For very simple, and therefore probably not very realistic, models there is another
critical value of Q - Q' < 10' such that for Q > Q' the models are unconditionally stable.
The real torii in astronomical objects have Q > 10*, so this result may indicate that they
are Papaloizou-Pringle stable. However, this has not yet been confirmed by numerical
analysis of realistic models of torii. For purely numerical reasons it is very difficult to
perform such an analysis for models with Q > 103. Before this is done any prediction of
what I'apaloizou-Pringle instability does for real astrophysical objects should be treated,
in my opinion, with extreme reservation.

Another important, but unrelated, question is how the (hypothetical) loss of angular
momentum due to gravitational radiation may translate into energy release from the system
in tlie form of ctectromagnelit radiation. This question has not been addressed by Zurek
and (luiski in their presentation, '['hey have suggested instead that there is a "natural
1 iinesciiir'1' connected with the loss of angular momentum (which is certainly correct) and
vvlieii one divides th^1 mass of the buige by this timescale to |>H, an accretion rale, otic may
thru multiply the accretion rate obtained this way by the efficiency of accretion to £el the
energy output. This suggestion, in my opinion, does nut explain why there should be unit
I'urrny output in tlie form of electromagnetic radiation. If the angular momentum loss dm1

lo L'.ravit.itional radiation is ./ and rnergy loss due to the same process is /'.' then, for a

/;: Hi. (!>)

However, exactly the same relation holds for the changes of energy and angular momentum
<ni a nearly Keplerian orbit. If the bulge rotates with nearly Keplerian velocity, there is
no energy left which could be possibly radiated in the form of electromagnetic radiation.
Although it is true that the orbital speed of the bulge may be far from Keplerian, it is not
clear whether this helps to radiate the huge amount of eneTgy in the form of electromagnetic
radiation as suggested by Zurek and Gorski.
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